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The GENCODE consortium is a sub group of the
ENCODE consortium. Its aim is to provide complete
annotation of genes in the human genome including
protein-coding loci, non-coding loci and pseudogenes,
based on experimental evidence. The final aim is for the
HAVANA team to manually annotate the complete gen-
ome. This is a time-consuming process which will be
completed over the course of the ENCODE project.
Currently, to provide a set of annotation covering the
complete genome, rather than just the regions that have
been manually annotated, a merge of manual annotation
from HAVANA with automatic annotation from the
Ensembl automatically annotated gene set is created.
This process also adds unique full-length CDS predic-
tions from the Ensembl protein coding set into manually
annotated genes, to provide the most complete up to
date annotation of the genome possible. Also included
in the set are short and long ncRNA genes predicted by
the Ensembl prediction pipelines and a consensus set of
pseudogene predictions agreed between Havana, Yale
and UCSC. The CCDS set is also fully represented
within the GENCODE set. The GENCODE set is the
default annotation available in Ensembl and is also avail-
able in the UCSC genome browser. All the annotation is
tagged as to whether it is produced by manual annota-
tion alone, automatic annotation alone, or by both
approaches. We are currently working to provide confi-
dence levels for annotation, based on depth and type of
evidence supporting it.
There are several analysis groups in the GENCODE
consortium that run pipelines that aid the manual anno-
tators in producing models in unannotated regions and
to identify potential missed or incorrect manual
annotation, including completely missing loci, missing
alternative isoforms, incorrect splice sites and incorrect
biotypes. These are fed back to the manual annotators
using a tracking system. Some of these pipelines use
data from other ENCODE subgroups including RNASeq
data, histone modification and CAGE and Ditag data.
RNAseq data is an important new source of evidence,
but generating complete gene models from it is a diffi-
cult problem. As part of GENCODE, a competiton was
run to assess the quality of predictions produced by var-
ious RNAseq prediction pipelines. To confirm uncertain
models, GENCODE also has an experimental validation
pipeline using RNA sequencing and RACE.
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